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Who we are
Human Catalyst Association for Education and Social Justice was established in October 2014 as
watchdog type organization, by three highly educated Roma activists with an extended working experience in
disadvantaged communities from Romania and all over Europe. Making the most of their competencies and relations,
they succeeded in 2016 to convince a major donor to grant the organization with a development fund. Having beside
them one of the most prestigious NGO from Romania as an institutional partner – Resource Center for Public
Participation (CeRe), without any other resources in the first two years, they soon become known as the promoters of a
national advocacy campaign having as goal to
convince the Government to allocate funds in the
state budget for underprivileged children to have
access to the School after School Program, as the
National Education Law states since 2011 (art. 58,
4).
VISION: to have an equitable society, free of
discrimination and poverty, where all the people
have equal access to resources, the chance to
achieve their full potential and to have their
desired quality of life.
MISSION: we catalyze the necessary energy to
fight against disparities in the society and to
facilitate an equitable access to resources,
especially in the interest of the groups /
communities at risk of discrimination, exclusion
and poverty – acting locally in a global context.
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OUR BENEFICIARIES: we are committed to dedicate our work for the most in need categories, often affected by
multiple discrimination phenomena: Roma, children, youth, girls and women, from rural areas, and others in similar
situations.

SPECIFIC APPROACH: A continuum spiral of research, intervention and advocacy – which brings the voices from the
grassroots to the highest stakeholders directly, while empowering the most disadvantaged population and communities
by facilitating their access to influencing the decision making processes.

OUR VALUES:
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Institutional Development Goals in 2016


Organizational development of the association: having a strategy, building the identity of the organization in
terms of visibility, strengthening fundraising capacity, development of a functional team, a pool of volunteers,
organizational structures and procedures;



Implementation of a project in a rural Roma community and an advocacy campaign at national level.

Valea Corbului, 2016
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Activities Undertaken towards Reaching the Goals
Rent an office space
An office space was rented beginning with February 2016. The office placed in the center of the city hosted numerous
meetings of the team and with our partners and collaborators, meetings of the “Education” technical group of the
Antipoverty Coalition coordinated by
Human Catalyst and meetings with the
Minister of Education and his team
and the team of the European Funds
Minister. Most of the furniture in our
office is a donation from a feminist
NGO “Parteneriat pentru Egalitate”
http://www.cpe.ro/
Develop a functional team
We have had 2 positions contracted
with 30%. The rest of the team are
volunteers, 10 persons that are
devoting their free time to Human
Catalyst activities. Apart from the
colleagues already mentioned, we are working on the grassroots level with 20 volunteers from a local community: 15
Roma and other 5 non-Roma teachers. An accountancy company and a photo-video specialist were also contracted.
With the experience accumulated this year, we concluded that a functional team would be possible having resources to
assure at least 4 salaries for a core permanent staff in the office.
Create an accountability mechanism towards beneficiaries and the general public (financial and administrative
officer, audit)
An accountancy services company and an audit were contracted. At the beginning of 2017 we made an audit report and
a financial report for 2016. To the general public and donors, an annual report will be published and disseminated on
our website and Facebook page.
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Build the identity of the organization in terms of visibility and positioning (PR and Communications Officer, website)
The website is already available and we will continue to develop it. We also communicate on our Facebook page and the
Youtube Chanel of the organization.
Despite the lack of a specialist and with minimum of resources invested in communication and PR we have succeeded to
be known in the policy environment and to the general public, due to our active presence in the relevant debates and
our actions reflected in the traditional and online mass media.
Develop the organization’s strategy with a consultant on strategic planning and organizational development (Oana
Preda – director of CeRe)
We had three successful participatory strategic planning sessions: April, September and December 2016. They resulted
in our organizational strategy for the next three years and and an operational plan for 2017. Between the meetings,
CeRe has been providing us with ongoing mentorship on organizational development.
Partnerships & coalitions with strong organizations that are active in the areas of education, community
development and advocacy
In line with our strategic plan for 2016, we are now part of national and international coalitions and networks: full
members of EAPN Network (consisting of 38 national networks of grassroots NGOs all over Europe) and coordinator of
the “Education” technical group within the National Anti-Poverty Coalition (made up of 48 organizations and
institutions). These are opportunities for even more visibility and future common actions to achieve our mission and
organizational vision, at national and European level.
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Relations with new potential donors
In November 2016, representatives from the Embassy of Norway and the Chief of EEA Grants have visited our office.
They wanted to know us and to find more about our activity and they have planned a new discussion with us at the
beginning of 2017. We also initiated a dialog with the US Embassy and other numerous potential private donors from
the business environment.
Improved governance of the organization - identify new members, define roles and responsibilities
We now have a pool of permanent volunteers in the office and in a Roma community. At the second strategic meeting
an informal Board of Advisers was created - one of the members (Florina Presadă) recently became a senator and her
party is the 3rd force in the new Romanian Parliament. Organizational procedures and templates have also been
developed, together with contracts for the staff and volunteers with specific job descriptions.
Increased credibility and accountability by developing a conflict of interest policy
With the contribution of our volunteers, using participatory methods, we have created a conflict of interest policy.
Diverse communication materials were designed in order to raise and maintain the credibility and accountability of
Human Catalyst.
Developed the human capital of the organization
Human Catalyst is based on volunteer work. We now have a pool of permanent volunteers in the office and in a Roma
community. Step by step we have created a program for young Roma and non Roma to be involved in the Association’s
activity.
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Our Impact at the End of 2016
According to our participatory evaluation procces, we can state that at the end of 2016 our objectives were achieved by
more than 90%. We have the certainty that our organization gained much more visibility compared with the resources
invested in communication/PR and that it has a positive perception, mostly due to the advocacy campaign.

Highlights of the impact that Human Catalyst Association had in 2016:


Almost 100 articles in the national mass media (written press, radio, TV, online)



Part of AntiPoverti Coalition, a National Coalition of NGOs and governamental institutions we were a



permanent presence at the Government, Ministry of Education and Ministry of European Funds
Our recommendations on European Structural Funds Programs were accepted, included in the guidelines and
thus shaped the National Policies in favor of the most deprived children in risk of school dropout



Almost 200 million euros were allocated from European Structural Funds to the most in need



communities/schools, based on a methodology created and recommended by us to the Government
In the guidelines for the European Structural Funds grant on education, all our suggestions during the
consultations period were included: pg. 4 - number of beneficiaries; pg. 9/10 - extra points in evaluation for
School after School proposals; pg. 14 - list of beneficiaries' categories; pg. 15/16 - minimum mandatory
indicators' value per projects, where Roma children is mandatory to all category of ages/beneficiaries; pg. 2 extra-points for educational risk value of the school (methodology and hierarchy also proposed by us). The
number of total potential beneficiaries for School after School is 40.887; according to the conditions and extrapoints for Roma children, educational risk value and for School after School, our estimation is that at least
30.000 Roma children will benefit from the 200.000 euros grants
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In March 2016 OMV Petrom and PACT Foundation selected our
grassroots intervention project Buiding the Community at
Valea Corbului for financing, the puropse of which is to create a
community educational center for children, youth and adults, in a
Roma segregated village from Arges County. The total amount
awarded for the project is 67.057 RON, approx. 16.800 USD, for
one year (March 2016 – February 2017)



In July 2016, CeRe was awarded a grant to provide support for the
project “Stronger voices for access to education”. Human Catalyst
was partner and the project consists of a set of actions within our
advocacy campaign for “School after School”. The grant amount
was 15,000 USD.



In line with our strategic plan for 2016, we are now part in national
and international coalitions and networks: full member of EAPN
Network (38 national networks of grassroots NGOs all over
Europe) and coordinator of the “Education” technical group within
the National Anti-Poverty Coalition (48 organizations and
institutions). These are opportunities for even more visibility and
future actions to achieve our mission and organizational vision, on
national and European level.
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Resources Generated in 2016
(in USD, 1 USD = 4 RON)
Funds from donors: 57.809 USD
25.000 USD Start-up grant; 9.200 USD Stronger Voices grant; 16.765 USD Petrom grant; 1125 USD sponsorship from
eMAG; 5000 USD private sponsorship, 719 USD from 2% mechanism
In kind resources: 40.000 USD
-

2116 USD: Microsoft computer software donated byTechSoup

-

37.884 USD donated by private sources in goods and services including volunteer time

TOTAL RESOURCES GENERATED IN 2016 (grants and in kind) = 97.809 USD
BUDGET SPENDING FOR 2016 = 40.705,63 USD
EXPECTED BUDGET FOR 2017 = 100.000 minimum
Resources Generated in 2016 (in USD)

40000

4 times growth of the initial budget in 2016

Start-up
Development Grant
OMV Petrom

25000 usd,
25%

eMAG Foundation

25000

Other sponsors

16765

1125

75000 usd,
75%

2% mechanism

5000
719

Other sources

In kind donations
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Start-up Grant

Thoughts at the End of 2016
According to the participatory external evaluation conducted by CeRe, the objectives stated by Human Catalyst
for 2016 are achieved overall in more than 90%. Regarding the advocacy campaign, the results are much better
compared to our expectation and the resources invested. The visibility and public recognition of Human Catalyst gained
this year place us among the main actors in the educational public policies environment. The challenge for 2017 is to
capitalize on our position in order to influence even more the education for the vulnerable groups and especially
regarding the Roma children and youth from poor rural and urban communities.
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Objectives for 2017
Research and advocacy
1. Determining the financing of the School after School Program on a local
level in Bucharest and continuing the national campaign in the Parliament
and Government
2. Monitoring the ranking of disadvantaged schools in comparison with the
situation in 2016

Direct interventions on the local level
1. Community organizing around School after School in Bucharest sectors
2. Developing the Building the Community of Activists in București and
Pietrișu, Giurgiu county

Testing and promoting our own methodologies
1. Organizing a camp for young activists from disadvantaged communities
2. Carrying out a participative research on a local level - commmunity
mapping in Pietrișu
3. Developing and disseminating a model for financing School after School,
with priority for schools at risk , by local public authorities.
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Ongoing Transversal Objectives


Continuous organizational development and securing the necessary resources for implementating the
organizational strategy 2017-2020

 Increased visibility among stakeholders, stability of funds and reliability of the organization in relation to our
beneficiaries, parters, donors and general public
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Annexes
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Annex 1. Endorsement
letter from the Minister of
European Funds, 2016

Annex 2. Press release of the Ministry of European Funds
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Annex 3. Front page of the methodology for School for All grants,
European Structural Funds 2016.
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Annex 4. Recommendation
from The Resource Center for
Public Participation – CeRe

Annex 5. Ashoka Map of Social Inovators
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Annex 6. Recommendation
from PACT Foundation
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We thank everyone who contributed to the growth of the organization so far: beneficiaries, individuals,
organizations, friends, supporters, donors, sponsors and state institutions.
You too can become a part of our story by suggesting a way to collaborate, be it as individual or on behalf of a
company, institution or an organization.
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Testimonials from our
Beneficiaries in Valea Corbului
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Adress: Ienăchiță Văcărescu 24, ap. 3, Bucharest, Romania Tel: +40726 376 338
Website: https://www.humancatalyst.ro/en/
Facebook: Human Catalyst E-mail: office@humancatalyst.ro
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